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Abstract

Mainly basing on first hand data, this paper deals with the causative constructions in the Khroskyabs language (Rgyalrongic, Sino-Tibetan), focusing on the Wobzi dialect. Causative prefixes, anti-causative, analytic causative and labile verbs are described. In addition, comparative analyses within Rgyalrongic as well as the Sino-Tibetan family are made.
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Résumé

En se basant principalement sur des données de première main, cet article traite des constructions causatives en khroskyabs (langue rgyalrongouique, sino-tibétain), en se concentrant sur le dialecte wobzi. Les préfixes causatifs, l'anti-causatif, le causatif analytique et les verbes labiles sont décrits. Des analyses comparatives au sein du rgyalrongouique et du sino-tibétain sont également effectuées.
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Background

Khroskyabs\(^1\) is a Rgyalrongic language\(^2\) spoken in the Rngaba Prefecture in Sichuan Province, China (PRC). Previous studies on this language include Huang (2007, Guanyinqiao dialect), Lai (2013a, 2015b, Wobzi dialect), etc.

The majority of Khyroskyabs speakers live in an area that extends from Thugschen (endonym grə̂mde, 觀音橋鎮 Guānyīnqiáo Zhèn), Northwest of Chuchen County, towards Brongrdzong (mbrôŋrdzoŋ 木爾宗鄉 Mù’ěrzōng Xiāng), Southern part of Barkhams County (mbærkʰé̂m 馬爾康縣 Mǎ’ěrkāng Xiàn), as well as Phosul (pʰosé 蒲西鄉 Púxī Xiāng) in Eastern Dzamthang County (ndzæmtʰʊ̂̃, 壩塘縣 Rǎngtáng Xiàn). The total Khroskyabs speaking population is estimated to be less than 10,000 people (Huang 2007). The black circle in Figure 1 shows the approximate location of the Khroskyabs speaking area in Sichuan.

In this paper, I will present new data from one of the Khroskyabs dialects, Wobzi (spoken in Ere Township ʁôvzi 俄熱鄉 Érè Xiāng in Chuchen County). I additionally make reference to firsthand data from the Siyuewu dialect (fsəjó=vu

---

\(^1\) Local pronunciation kʰroscæv. The native name of this language is bôsvæi, literally meaning "Tibetan language". It is previously known as "Lavrung", which was erroneously considered an endonym of the native speakers. In fact, the term "Lavrung" is unknown to most of the inhabitants.

\(^2\) Rgyalrongic is a sub-branch of the Sino-Tibetan family (since no evidence of any innovation common to all languages beside Chinese has been discovered, I refrain from using the term "Tibeto-Burman"), first proposed by Sun (2000), comprising four Rgyalrong languages, Japhug, SITU, Zhu (Showu by Sun 2004), and Tshobdun (Sun 2000, Jacques 2004), and at least three Horpa languages, Stau, Stodsde, and Dgebshes (Jacques et al. forthcoming).
sharpening.stone=LOC ‘under the sharpening stone’), spoken in Siyuewu village (Sīyuèwǔ Cūn in ‘Dzamthang County) and the ‘Brongrdzong dialect (spoken in ‘Barkhams County), as well as data published by other scholars. Except for the Njorogs dialect (Yīn 2007), which might be better treated as a distinct language, Khroskyabs dialects share a relatively high degree of intelligibility.

1.1 Syllable structure

Presenting the syllable structure of the Khroskyabs language gives us better access to the understanding of its causative morphophonology. Each core Khroskyabs dialect has a similar syllable structure. I herewith present the syllable structure of the Wobzi dialect. The syllable in Wobzi Khroskyabs is comprised of an onset that is only absent in several suffixes and ideophones, an obligatory nucleus, and a coda. In Wobzi, the coda is always mono-consonantal, while in Siyuewu and other dialects, complex codas with two consonants are attested. Onsets can be comprised of a single consonant or a consonant cluster (hereafter a complex onset):

(1) (C)(C)(C)(C)(C)V(C)

A complex onset is divided in three parts, an obligatory initial, one or several optional preinitial(s), and an optional medial. Any consonantal phoneme can be initial, while only sonorants and fricatives can be preinitials, and only non-nasal sonorants can be medials. In order to recognise these three onset positions, the consonantal reduplication test can be applied (Lai 2013c):

(2)

a. $C_p C C_m V C \rightarrow C_p C C_m V C \sim (C_p) C (C_m) \alpha / u$

b. mbræ ‘rice’

i. $\rightarrow$ mbræ~mbru

ii. $\rightarrow$ mbræ~bru

iii. $\rightarrow$ mbræ~mbu

iv. $\rightarrow$ mbræ~bu

The process is done by reduplicating the onset and replacing the rhyme with -a or -u. Some elements in the onset can be omitted in the reduplicated syllable, but one of them must be present. The initial of the onset is always reduplicated, while the consonants that precede (i.e. preinitials) and follow (i.e. the medial) it can either be preserved or deleted in the reduplicated syllable, as in the four possibilities in (2).

Elements in the preinitial part of an onset strictly follow the order indicated in Example (3) below (Lai 2013b):
Khroskyabs is a tonal language. In Wobzi Khroskyabs, there are two distinctive tonemes attested, a high tone (σ́) and a high-falling tone (σ̂). Only one tone bearing syllable is allowed in a single phonological word, of which the position is not predictable. The surface tones of toneless syllables are derivable according to the tone of the tone-bearing syllable (Lai 2015a). Minimal pairs in Wobzi Khroskyabs are listed in Table 1.

1.3 The verb
A verb in Khroskyabs can have one, two, or three stems: a non-past stem (stem 1), a past stem (stem 2), and an irrealis stem (stem 3) (Yi & Lai 2015, Sun 2000). Most of the verbs have stem 1 and stem 2 only, and stem 1 covers the functions of stem 3 in these cases. One-stem verbs are formally invariable in all contexts. Like other Rgyalrongic languages (Jacques 2013: 195), Khroskyabs exhibits templatic morphology with a long prefixal chain. Again, the verbal template is more or less the same within the core dialects. The Wobzi verbal template is shown in Table 2, and the affix list is shown in Table 3.

Table 1 Wobzi tones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jlé</td>
<td>‘rabbit’</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>jlé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʁbɑ́ɣ</td>
<td>‘to explode’</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>ʁbɑ̂ɣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlé</td>
<td>‘to be slow’</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>vlé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>záy</td>
<td>‘to be sharp’</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>záy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Wobzi verbal template

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccccccc}
-11 & -10 & -9 & -8 & -7 & -6 & -5 & -4 & -3 & -2 & -1 & 0 & 1 & 2 \\
\hline
\text{æ} & \text{u} & \text{ma} & \text{sə̂} & \text{næ} & \text{ā} & \text{tə-} & \text{thə-} & \text{za-} & \text{və-} & \text{Nə-} & \text{sə} & \text{ŋjə-} & \text{Noun} & \text{Verb} & \text{j} & \text{-Ca/u} \\
\text{æ} & \text{zə-} & \text{ʁ-} & \text{N-} & \text{s-} & \text{ʁj} & \text{æ} & \text{̂} & \text{-} & \text{Noun} & \text{Verb} & \text{j} & \text{Ca/u} & \text{n} & \text{Infl. Redup.} \\
\end{array}
\]
Table 3

Affixes in the verbal template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Affixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-11</td>
<td>Progressive sə̂-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>Directional prefixes æ-, nae-, kə-, na-, la-, nɑ-, ra-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-9</td>
<td>Inverse u-, irrealis ə̂-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-8</td>
<td>Negative ma-/mae-/ma-/, prohibitive ta-/tʰa-, interrogative ə̂-/e-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7</td>
<td>Irrealis zə̂-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>Intransitive ı̂-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>Autobenefactive N-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>Causative v-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>Causative s-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Reflexive ㄥjı̂-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Noun incorporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Person endings -نى, -ى, -ى</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reduplicated syllables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.4 Argument flagging and indexing

Case markers in Khroskyabs are listed in Table 4. In the intransitive conjugation, person markers are coreferent with S. The transitive conjugation follows a hierarchical alignment (Lai 2015b), person markers follow the empathy hierarchy (1>2>3, Silverstein 1976), and the inverse direction (u- in Wobzi, o- in Guanyinqiao) is also indexed on the verb. The intransitive and transitive paradigms in Wobzi Khroskyabs is illustrated in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 4

Wobzi Khroskyabs case markers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ergative</td>
<td>子弟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dative/ablative</td>
<td>ىکه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessive/dative</td>
<td>ىجی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locative</td>
<td>-تىئا، -جئا， etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transitivity is morphologically marked in an unambiguous way in Khroskyabs. Inverse constructions have the A marked by the ergative =子弟 and the

3 In Wobzi Khroskyabs, there is a set of locative markers, expressing different spatial relations: =تىئ 'on the surface of', =جئ 'inside', =ر 'under, at the bottom of', =جئ 'in an unspecified space', etc.

4 A: transitive agentive, P: transitive patientive, S: intransitive subjective, T: ditransitive theme, R: ditransitive recipient

5 2 → 1, 3 → 1, 3 → 2, and all 3 → 3 directions; c.f. Zúñiga (2006)
Table 5  Wobzi intransitive paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person endings</th>
<th>Pronouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg stem</td>
<td>ŋô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1du stem</td>
<td>ŋgə̂ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl stem</td>
<td>ŋgə̂ɲɟi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg stem</td>
<td>nû</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2du stem</td>
<td>nêne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl stem</td>
<td>nêɲɟi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg stem</td>
<td>ætə̂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3du stem</td>
<td>ætə̂ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl stem</td>
<td>ætə̂ɟi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6  Wobzi transitive paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

verb indexed by the inverse prefix u-. As for direct constructions, the transitive verb agrees with A in sap⁰→3 situations, otherwise it agrees with P.

(4)  

a. Direct

nû cô  nav-sâ-n
2sg 3sg pfv-kill-2

‘You killed him.’

b. Inverse

nû  ꓇ə  ꓇ô  n-u-sâ-ŋ
2sg erg 1sg pfv-inv-kill-1sg

‘You killed me.’

There are two types of alignment in ditransitive constructions: indirective and secundative (Lai 2015b, Haspelmath 2005, Malchukov et al. 2010). From the perspective of person marking, in the secundative alignment, the recipient

6  Speech-act participant, referring to first or second person.
is treated as P (recipient = P), while in the indirective alignment, the theme is treated as P (theme = P). Secundative verbs in Wobzi include \textit{ldzê} ‘teach’, \textit{bô} ‘give (food)’ and \textit{ṣə́j} ‘lend’, etc.; indirective verbs include \textit{kʰə́} ‘give’, \textit{rŋî́} ‘borrow’, \textit{fsê} ‘lead’ and \textit{rǽ} ‘say’, etc.

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. Secundative
\begin{verbatim}
  nû=γə  nû=kʰe  bódzdàdà  n-u-ldz-àŋ
2SG=ERG 1SG=dat  Tibetan PFV-INV-teach-1SG
  ‘You taught me Tibetan.’
\end{verbatim}

\item b. Indirective
\begin{verbatim}
  nû  nû=γi  nû=γi  ra-γô=xî  tcʰi=tô  næ-γô-γ
2SG 1SG=ERG 1SG=ERG  ra-γô=xî  THE-DEF næ-γô-γ
  ‘You showed me the way to ‘Obzi.’
\end{verbatim}
\end{enumerate}

2 \hspace{0.5cm} \textbf{Case marking}

A causative construction introduces a new argument (\textit{causer}, A of the causative sentence, opposed to \textit{causee}, A of the non-causative and O of the causative sentence) to the construction and triggers a remapping of grammatical relations of the arguments. The process is examined by Comrie (1976) who proposes the term “paradigm case”. This principle is based on the case hierarchy:

\begin{enumerate}
\item Subject > Direct object > Indirect object > Oblique object
\end{enumerate}

Once the causer occupies the subject position, the causee must be demoted to the highest unoccupied position. Therefore, from a case-marking point of view, in a causative construction, the causee stands in the direct object position if the base verb is intransitive, in the indirect object position if the base is monotransitive, and in the oblique object position if the base is ditransitive.

Example (7) shows the causativisation of the Wobzi intransitive verb \textit{gấy} ‘to bow’, in which its S, the causee, \textit{nû} ‘head’, occupies the direct object position in the causative construction.

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. \begin{verbatim}
  nû=ta  nû-gấy
  head=DEF PFV-bow
  ‘The head is bowed.’
\end{verbatim}

\item b. \begin{verbatim}
  cô=γô  nû=tô  n-u-z-gấy
  3SG=ERG head=DEF PFV-INV-CAUS-bow
  ‘He lowered his head.’
\end{verbatim}
\end{enumerate}
Causative derivation turns a monotransitive verb into a ditransitive one. As mentioned in Section 1.4, indirective and secundative alignments are attested in ditransitive constructions. The derived causative verb is always secundative (recipient = P), that is, the causee is regarded as the recipient. In Wobzi, the causee can be left unmarked, or marked with the dative =kʰe.

(8) a. ɕă=ɣə srú=tə n-u-rvají
    3SG=ERG meat=DEF PFV-INV-chop
    ‘He chopped the meat.’

b. ŭsucı̂ =ɣə ṣhá=kʰe/ŋô srú=tə n-u-s-vaj-áŋ
    Bkrashis=ERG ISG=DAT/1SG meat=DEF PFV-INV-CAUS-chop=1SG
    ‘Bkrashis made me chop the meat.’

In the Siyuewu dialect, the causee must be marked with dative =ŋkʰe, as in Example (9):

(9) a. *tsacı̂ =ɣə ʂhá ŋu(=kʰe) bjan=tə n-u-4-ts-iâŋ
    Bkrashis=ERG ISG=DAT meat=DEF PFV-INV-CAUS-chop=1SG
    ‘Bkrashis made me chop the meat.’

b. tsacı̂ =ɣə ṣhá=ŋkʰe bjan=tə n-u-4-ts-iâŋ
    Bkrashis=ERG ISG=DAT meat=DEF PFV-INV-CAUS-chop=1SG
    ‘Bkrashis made me chop the meat.’

Causativisation of ditransitive verbs is rarer in Khroskyabs. The causative verb takes four participants, the causer, the causee, the theme, and the recipient. The alignment is still similar to a secundative one: when the causee and the recipient are both SAP arguments, the causee is treated as P; while in the presence of a non-SAP argument and an SAP argument (no matter which one appears as the causee), the SAP argument is treated as P.

As in Example (10a), the causee nû (2SG) and the recipient marked by dative ṣhá=kʰe (1SG=DAT) are both SAP arguments. In this case, the causee nû (2SG) is treated as P, with which the main verb agrees: n-u-s-kʰá-ŋ (PFV-INV-CAUS-give-2). While in Example (10b), only the recipient ṣhá=kʰe (1SG=DAT) is an SAP argument, the verb must therefore agree with it, despite its dative marking: n-u-s-kʰá-ŋ (PFV-INV-VAUS-give-1SG).

(10) a. SAP causee & SAP recipient (causee = P)
    tsacı̂ =ɣə nû(=kʰe) ṣhá=kʰe kâpá râŋ n-u-s-kʰá-ŋ
    Bkrashis=ERG 2SG(=DAT) ISG=DAT book one PFV-INV-CAUS-give-2
    ‘Bkrashis made you give me a book.’
3 Causative prefixes

3.1 S-causative
It is common among Sino-Tibetan languages to find a causative morpheme with the form s-, see Sun (1999: 184-185) for a general discussion on Rgyalrong and Dulong, Sun (2007: 214-224) for Horpa, and Sagart & Baxter (2012) for Old Chinese. Similarly, in Khroskyabs dialects, we find a sibilant prefix on verbs used to mark a causative. In this section, I focus on the morphophonology of this prefix in Wobzi Khroskyabs.

The causative prefix s- in Wobzi exhibits richer morphophonological properties than the other prefixes in the verbal template. There are six categories of phonological processes: voicing assimilation, lateral dissimilation, lateral assimilation, affrication, metathesis, and cluster reduction.

3.1.1 Voicing assimilation
When followed by a voiced stop (b-, d-, g-), the causative prefix s- undergoes assimilation and becomes a voiced z-. (for affricates and fricatives, see Section 3.1.2). However, voiced sonorant consonants (ʁ-, v-, j-, r-, l-, and nasals) do not trigger the assimilation process. Example (11) illustrates the phenomenon. Dissimilated s-causative also undergoes voicing assimilation (see examples in Section 3.1.2).

(11) S-causative voicing assimilation
a. s- + qʰrɑ́ ‘to be big’ → s-qʰrɑ́ ‘to cause to be big’
b. s- + gi ‘to put on (clothes)’ → z-gi ‘to cause to put on (clothes)’
c. s- + rɑ́ ‘to write’ → s-rɑ́ ‘to cause to write’

3.1.2 Lateral dissimilation
The causative prefix s- is lateralised into l- or l- depending on the voicing of the initial consonant, when preceding coronal affricates and fricatives s-, z-, ts-, tsh-, dz-, v-, z-, tc-, tsh-, dz-, tʃ-, tʃʰ-, and dzʰ-.
Similar to the fricative variant present above, it is voiceless when preceding voiceless consonants and voiced when preceding voiced ones. See the examples in Example (12).

(12) S-causative lateral dissimilation
a. s- + tsʰə̂ ‘to hit’ → ɬ-tsʰə̂ ‘to cause to hit’
b. s- + teʰōra ‘to stand up’ → ɬ-teʰōra ‘to cause to stand up’
c. s- + tʃalé ‘to fold’ → ɬ-tʃalé ‘to cause to fold’
d. s- + dzəv ‘to bark’ → l-dzəv ‘to cause to bark’
e. s- + dzé ‘to hold’ → l-dzé ‘to cause to hold’
f. s- + dzən ‘to recall’ → l-dzən ‘to cause to recall’

3.1.3 Affrication
An epenthetic stop consonant (t- or d-) is inserted between the causative prefix, dissimilated into l- or ɬ-, and the initial consonant of the base verb. Affrication is not restricted to word-internal sandhi, it also occurs with some enclitics, such as the inferential marker =si (→ =tsʰi) and the yes-no question marker =ɕəɣ (→ =tɕʰəɣ) when preceded by a coronal nasal. While affrication must be present with such enclitics, it is unproductive in morphological causatives in Wobzi. Only one example is found in our Wobzi data, shown in Example (13).

(13) s-rzə (caus-wash) → l-d-zə ‘cause to wash’ 7

Other verbs with initial coronal fricatives do not undergo this process: s-sə (caus-to kill) → l-sə ‘cause to kill’. As far as I know, in Siyewu Khroskyabs, there are more examples of affrication, see Section 3.1.9.

3.1.4 Metathesis
Two types of metathesis are presented in this section: preinitial ordering metathesis together with cluster reduction, and vCVr metathesis.

First, preinitial ordering metathesis and cluster reduction is related to the ordering of the preinitials presented in (3), repeated in Example (14).

(14) u- > j- > NASALS > v- > r, l- > s-, z- > INITIAL > MEDIAL

The prefixation of causative s- is restricted to the preinitial domain of the syllable onset. Therefore, causative s- cannot occur on the right-hand side of the initial or the medial. When the verb contains a complex onset, the placement of the causative prefix must not violate the pre-determined ordering. Automatic metathesis prevents any violation of this ordering, as shown in Example (15).

As u-, j-, and v- rank higher in the hierarchy, s- must be placed after them.

7 For the deletion of the preinitial r- see Section 3.1.4.
(15) Preinitial ordering metathesis
   a. s- + ʁbą́ 'to explode' → ʁ<z>bą́ 'to cause to explode'
   b. s- + jdṓ 'to buy' → j<z>dṓ 'to cause to buy'
   c. s- + yé 'to be true' → v<z>yé 'to correct'

When a verb takes both the causative s- and the reflexive ʁjæ̂-, s- is inserted between ʁ- and jæ̂-: ʁjæ̂sɑ́ 'to commit suicide' → ʁ<s>jæ̂sɑ́ [Ϟsjæ̂sɑ́] 'to cause to commit suicide'.

Except for ʁ-, the nasal preinitials, in Wobzi r- and l- obligatorily drop after metathesis. This process may be called the cluster reduction, shown in (16).

(16) a. s-ntʰəmrɑ́ (CAUS-paralysed) → *n<s>tʰəmrɑ́ → s-tʰəmrɑ́ 'to cause to be paralysed'
   b. s-mkʰæ̂ (CAUS-intelligent) → *m<s>kʰæ̂ → s-kʰæ̂ 'to cause to be intelligent'
   c. s-rlǽ (CAUS-peel) → *r<s>lǽ → s-lǽ 'to cause to peel'
   d. s-ɬqʰǽl (CAUS-dirty) → *ɬ<s>qʰǽl → s-qʰǽl 'to cause to be dirty'

The cluster reduction rule is optionally applied to preinitials j- and v-. In the variety of Wobzi spoken by younger speakers, j<z>dṓ 'cause to buy' and v<z>yé 'cause to be slow' are more often simplified to z-dṓ and z-yé, respectively. However, when a syllabic prefix (e.g. directional-tam prefixes, inverse, etc.) is present, more often than not, j- and v- are still produced, as is shown in (17).

(17) a. n-u-(j)<z>dṓ
    PFV-INV<CAUS>buy
    'He caused to buy.'
   b. n-u-(v)<z>yé
    PFV-INV<CAUS>be.correct
    'He corrected.'

The other type of metathesis is vCVr metathesis. When a base has v- as preinitial and -r as coda, the use of s-causative yields vCVr metathesis, as is shown in (18).

(18) vCVr metathesis
   a. s- + vdār 'to open eye' → z-dāv 'to cause to open eye'
   b. s- + vdār 'to be flat' → z-dāv 'to flatten'
   c. s- + vzār 'to be spicy' → l-zāv 'to cause to buy'
The base vCVr first metathesizes its preinitial and coda, and the new base rCVv undergoes normal s-causative processes presented above. See (19) for the steps of vCVr metathesis.

(19)  
a. *s-vzɑ́r (caus-to be spicy)  
b. → *s-rzɑ́v (vCVr metathesis)  
c. → *r-s-zɑ́v (preinitial ordering metathesis)  
d. → *s-zɑ́v (cluster reduction)  
e. → l-zɑ́v (lateral dissimilation, voicing assimilation) 'cause to be spicy'

This process is a Wobzi-specific innovation. Consider the cognates in other Khroskyabs dialects in Table 7. The verbs vdaêr ‘to open (one’s eye)’ and vdâr ‘to be flat’ do not seem to have a cognate in Rgyalrong dialects, while vzɑ́r ‘spicy’ corresponds to Japhug Rgyalrong mr̥-rtaβ ‘to be spicy’. We can therefore conclude that *rCVv should be closer to the proto language (although the irregularity of –r vs. ɣ- in vdâr :: ydav⁵⁵ :: ydap⁵⁵ is yet to be explained), and that syllables with a structure *rCVv have undergone a metathesis to vCVr. The causative derivation of the ancestor of Wobzi, z-dâv ‘to flatten’ and l-zɑ́v ‘to cause to be spicy’, predates and bleeds this metathesis.

Table 7  vCVr cognates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wobzi</th>
<th>Guanyinqiao</th>
<th>Siyuewu</th>
<th>Njorogs</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vdaêr</td>
<td></td>
<td>vdaêr</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>‘to open (one’s eye)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdâr</td>
<td>ydáv</td>
<td>ydâv</td>
<td>ydap⁵⁵</td>
<td>‘to be flat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vzɑ́r</td>
<td>rzɑ́v</td>
<td>rdzɑ́v</td>
<td>rzaʔp⁵⁵</td>
<td>‘to be spicy’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verb vdaêr ‘to open (one’s eye)’ does not seem to have undergone the rCVv → vCVr sound change, since it is related to the more conservative Siyuewu Khroskyabs vdaêr ‘to open (the eyes)’. The causativisation into z-dâv ‘to cause to open eye’ is therefore analogical.

Another verb, vzɑ́r ‘shave’, seems to fit in this category. However, its causative form is attested as l-zɑ́r ‘cause to shave’. This is probably because it is a recent borrowing from Tibetan (cf. bzhar ‘to shave’), which took place after the *rCVv → vCVr sound change.

3.1.5 Lateral assimilation

Lateral assimilation happens in the causative form of verbs with -ər rhyme when the initial consonant is a coronal fricative or affricate (a consonant that triggers lateral dissimilation). The causativisation process replaces the coda -r with -l.

CAHIERS DE LINGUISTIQUE ASIE ORIENTALE
Examples in (20) illustrate the process. The initial consonants of each base verb are $s$- (çsə́r ‘to include’), $tɕʰ$- (δtɕʰə́r ‘to be sour’), $dʑ$- (jdʑə́r ‘to mill’), $tsʰ$- (tsʰə́r ‘to milk’) and $z$- (ʁzə́r ‘to crack’), respectively. Note that this process disregards the presence or absence of preinitials, as well as their place of articulation.

(20) Lateral assimilation
   a. $s$- + çsə́r ‘to include’ → çsə́-l ‘to cause to include’
   b. $s$- + $χtɕʰə́r$ ‘to be sour’ → $χtɕʰə́-l$ ‘to cause to be sour’
   c. $s$- + jdzə́r ‘to mill’ → jdzə́-l ‘to cause to mill’
   d. $s$- + tsʰə́r ‘to milk’ → tsʰə́-l ‘to cause to milk’
   e. $s$- + ʁzə́r ‘to crack’ → ʁzə́-l ‘to cause to crack’

On the surface, the only difference between the base and the causative form is that of the coda, $-r$ in the base and $-l$ in the causative from. This is the outcome of no less than five distinct sound changes, as illustrated in Example (21):

(21) a. *s$j$dzə́r$ (CAUS-mill)
   b. $→$ *$j<s>d$zə́r$ (preinitial ordering metathesis)
   c. $→$ *$j<l>d$zə́r$ (lateral dissimilation)
   d. $→$ *$j<l>d$zə́l$ (lateral assimilation)
   e. $→$ jdzə́-l (loss of the former $l$) ‘cause to mill’

The lateral variant of causative $s$- assimilates the coda $-r$ into $-l$ before disappearing, then the coda $-l$ becomes the causative marker in these cases. As more and more speakers merge $r$ and $l$ in preinitial and coda positions, lateral dissimilation is becoming increasingly rare.

3.1.6 Tonal alternation
Generally, the causative prefix $s$- is added to the base verb without any suprasegmental changes. However, there are $s$-causative forms where tones are different from those of their bases. Tonal alternation is unproductive and uni-directional with a high-falling toned base and a high toned causative form. To illustrate the alternation, corresponding examples from Wobzi and Siyuewu are shown in Table 8.

Tonal alternation is not always uniform among dialects. Some causative forms exhibiting tonal alternation in one dialect might be regular causative forms (without tone change) in another. For instance, the Siyuewu causativisation exhibits an alternation $s$-mpʰjǽr (CAUS-be.beautiful) $→$ t-s-pʰjǽr ‘to beautify’, which has a cognate in Wobzi without alternation: $s$-mpʰjær $→$ s-pʰjær.8

8 For an analysis of the origin of the tonal alternation in Khroksyabs causatives, see Lai (2014).
### Table 8: Tonal alternation in causative derivations in Khroskyabs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wobzi base</th>
<th>Wobzi causative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Siyuewu equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tʰê ‘to drink’</td>
<td>s-tʰê</td>
<td>‘to cause to drink, feed’</td>
<td>tʰê → s-tʰê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rkʰô ‘to be cold’</td>
<td>s-kʰó</td>
<td>‘to cool up’</td>
<td>rkʰô → r-s-kʰó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rmê ‘to be named’</td>
<td>s-mê</td>
<td>‘to name’</td>
<td>rmê → r-s-mê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rŋi ‘to borrow, to owe’</td>
<td>s-ŋi</td>
<td>‘to lend’</td>
<td>rŋi → r-s-ŋi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nɑ̂r ‘to burn (intr.)’</td>
<td>s-nɑ́r</td>
<td>‘to burn (tr.)’</td>
<td>nɑ́d → s-nɑ́d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brê ‘to be loud’</td>
<td>z-brê</td>
<td>‘to wind (trumpet)’</td>
<td>brê → z-bréd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.7 Irregular -m coda
An irregular causative form with an additional -m coda is attested. It concerns the stative verb çtə́ ‘to be short’:

(22) s-çtə́ (CAUS-be.short) → s-tə́-m ‘to shorten’

This irregular coda might be related to the stem 3 -m suffix attested in Rgyalrong languages (Jacques 2004: 353, Sun 2004: 280).

The suffix -m is preserved in only a limited number of stem 3 verbs in Rgyalrong languages, and according to Sun (2004: 280), it must be one of the oldest markers of stem 3 in Rgyalrongic.

### Table 9: Stem 3 in Rgyalrong languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Stem 1</th>
<th>Stem 3</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japhug kumnuu</td>
<td>mto</td>
<td>mto-m</td>
<td>‘to look’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japhug Gsarrdzong</td>
<td>sndu</td>
<td>sndu-m</td>
<td>‘to exchange’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zbu</td>
<td>rzû</td>
<td>rzû-m</td>
<td>‘to keep, to raise’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form s-tō-m ‘to shorten’ is the only example attested with the suffix -m in Wobzi, and it is not found elsewhere among the Khroskyabs dialects.

3.1.8 Additional remarks
Our data show that Wobzi s-causative used to be quite productive at some points in the history of the language, as it can be prefixed to Tibetan loan words: s-dzêm (CAUS-recall) → l-dzêm ‘cause to recall’ (Tibetan dran), s-ndzêm (CAUS-be.soft) → l-dzêm ‘to cause to be soft’ (Tibetan jam). In Rgyalrong language, such as Japhug Rgyalrong, the causative prefix su- is fully productive and can be added to verbs of Tibetan and even Chinese origin, for instance, su-sci (CAUS-be.born) ‘to give birth to’ is derived from a Tibetan loanword, skye ‘to be born,
to grow’. (Jacques 2014b: 264).

It is generally assumed that derivational morphology is far less productive than inflectional morphology (Stump 1998, Haspelmath & Sims 2002). S-causative derivation is also restricted and its productivity is visibly decreasing today, as younger people use less s-causative forms than their elders, a particular causative form may be judged acceptable by one consultant and rejected by another, in this case, they would prefer the analytic strategy (Section 6). For example, speakers prefer not to use s-causative when the base has already an s-preinitial: for instance, the causative form š-srí of the verb šrí ‘to look’, is never attested in narratives or daily production. The form is only judged marginally possible when elicited. In Siyuewu Khroskyabs, as will be shown in Section 3.1.9, this constraint is less strict, allowing sequences like r<Č-s-.

Some s-causative forms are related to different interpretations of syllable structure depending on individual speakers. For instance, the onset structure of the verb base ɣám ‘to rest head on’ is ambiguous. It can be either an initial-medial sequence, or a preinitial-initial one. Both interpretations are attested with different consultants through the reduplication test: apart from the fully reduplicated ɣám-ɣa, we have ɣám-va if it is analysed as initial-medial and ɣám-ɣa if preinitial-initial. Since s-causative can only interact with preinitials, speakers with the initial-medial interpretation will find it impossible to add the s-causative to the base, as the phonotactics of Wobzi does not allow two sonorants or fricatives behind s-; on the other hand, speakers with the preinitial-initial interpretation will find the causative form s-ɣám legitimate. 9

Many of the s-causative forms are lexicalised and have idiomatic meanings. For example, the action that z-bré (caus-loud) denotes is actually that of playing a wind instrument, rather than causing any object to sound loud; the most frequent meaning of s-lé (caus-be.slow) is to delay, hence its reflexive form wjë-sle (rfl-delay) means to spend some time somewhere (耽擱 dān gē in Western variants of Sichuanese Mandarin); s-čʰǽ (caus-immense) is used with the meaning of holding someone in esteem.

Kulikov (1993) introduced the terms first causative and second causative to discuss languages having at least two different causative strategies. The first causative is the formally simpler causativisation strategy, often showing idiomatic meanings and referring to more natural and typical activities or processes than the standard causative meanings (Kulikov 1999). In this sense, we

---

9 The forms were elicited with four different speakers in the summer of 2012. Language consultants: Rig’dus Lha.mo, Mtsho.skye Sgrolma.ma, Shakyaa Tshe.ring, Snyan.grags.

10 In Japhug Rgyalrong, the cognate zmbri ‘to play (an instrument)’ has the same idiomatic meaning, suggesting that this causative form was already lexicalised in Proto-Rgyalrongic.
can assume that *s*-causative is the first causative derivation in Wobzi. Wobzi’s second causative under this framework should be analytic causative, presented in Section 6.

3.1.9 *S*-causative in other Khroskyabs dialects
In other Khroskyabs dialects, the *s*-causative also undergoes complex morphophonological processes, including voicing assimilation, lateral dissimilation, and preinitial ordering metathesis which we saw earlier.

In Siyuewu Khroskyabs,\(^\text{11}\) the morphophonological processes are similar to Wobzi, but there is no cluster reduction (23a). The preinitial *N*- is denasalised into *l*- or *ɬ*-, depending on the voicing of the following consonant (23b, 23c), and the preinitial *m*- (not to be confused with the bilabial variant of *N*- before bilabial consonants) is fricativised into *v*-, then devoiced into *f*- by the following voiceless consonant (23d), after metathesis.

\[(23)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{s-rsváɣ (CAUS-coarse)} \rightarrow \text{r-ɬ-sváɣ ‘to cause to be coarse’} \\
\text{b. } & \text{s-ɲcô (CAUS-throw)} \rightarrow \text{ɬ-s-cô ‘to cause to throw’} \\
\text{c. } & \text{s-mpjæpjû (CAUS-suck.in.the.mouth)} \rightarrow \text{ɬ-s-pjæpjû ‘to cause to suck’} \\
\text{d. } & \text{s-mqlóɣ (CAUS-swallow)} \rightarrow \text{f-s-qlóɣ ‘to cause to swallow’}
\end{align*}
\]

We find more examples of affrication in Siyuewu Khroskyabs than in Wobzi Khroskyabs, such as *l-dzé* ‘to cause to be small/young’ from *zê* ‘to be small/young’ and *l-dzóɣ* ‘to cause to be sharp’ from *zóɣ* ‘to be sharp’, etc.

There is also an isolated example of metathesis attested: *s-tə́* ‘CAUS-hit’ → *ɬtə́-z* ‘cause to hit’. The causative prefix *s*- is metathesised with the original coda *-l*, and automatically becomes *-z* due to the phonotactics of the dialect.

The ‘Brongrdzong dialect\(^\text{12}\) has a syllabic causative morpheme *sə*- preceding the base, which seems to be largely productive.

\[(24)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{sə-bə̂ (CAUS-give.food) ‘to cause to give food’} \\
\text{b. } & \text{sə-vzê (CAUS-teach) ‘to cause to teach’} \\
\text{c. } & \text{sə-ʁɴjə́ (CAUS-be.thin) ‘to cause to be thin’}
\end{align*}
\]

The original *s*- prefix seems only to occur in lexicalised forms: *sməmô* ‘to move (tr.)’ (c.f. Wobzi *s-mumû* (CAUS-move.intr) ‘to move (tr.)’), *sjú* ‘to finish’ (c.f. Wobzi *s-jáy* (CAUS-be.finished) ‘to finish’). Sometimes *sə*- and *s*- co-occur, the causative form of *ŋkækæ̂* ‘to be separated’ is *sa-s-kækæ̂* ‘to separate’.

---

\(^\text{11}\) Personal investigation since 2014. Language consultant: G.yu Lha.

The Guanyinqiao variant described in Huang (2007) is similar to 'Brongrdzong, with a productive sa- prefix and unpredictable co-occurrence of sa- and s-:
sa-xxû (CAUS-be.alive) 'to cause to be alive', sa-s-lû (CAUS-CAUS-be.wet) 'cause to be wet'.

Njorogs (Yin 2007) is a phonologically more conservative dialect as it preserves plosive codas, which have undergone lenition in all core Khroskyabs dialects. As in 'Brongrdzong, the preservation of s-causative in Njorogs is restricted to lexicalised examples, and the productive prefix is sa-. In Example (25), there are a few examples taken from Yin (2007:177):

(25) a. sa³³,yndzoʔs⁵⁵ (CAUS-learn) 'to cause to learn'
    b. sa³³,raʔt⁵⁵ (CAUS-write) 'to cause to write'
    c. sa³³,ydoʔ⁵⁵ (CAUS-hit) 'to cause to be hit'
    d. sa³³,dzøʔ⁵⁵ (CAUS-eat) 'to cause to be eat'

3.2 V-causative

The causative prefix v- in Wobzi is cognate to Situ Rgyalrong we-, Zbu Rgyalrong ve- (Sun 2006) and Japhug Rgyalrong ye- (Jacques 2008). It is believed to be exclusively used with stative verbs (Sun 2006: 11). In Wobzi this prefix is not productive, only one confirmed example is found in our vocabulary: f-tsʰû ‘to boil’; from the stative verb tsʰû ‘to be boiled’ (v- devoiced into f- due to voicing assimilation). Minimal pairs with s-causative are also found with the stem: f-tsʰû ‘cause to be boiled’; the difference between v- and s- causatives can be illustrated in Example (26).

(26) ŋô 1sg jd=ta water=DEF xæ-f-tsʰú-ŋ pfv-caus v-boiled-1sg xæ-mæ-ɬ-tsʰú-ŋ pfv-neg-caus s-boiled-1sg ‘I tried to boil the water but I didn’t make it boil.’

Huang (2007: 80) states that in Guanyinqiao, v- seems to be a variant of the syllabic prefix sa-, but does not discuss the conditioning environment.

In Siyuewu, v- appears only lexically with verbs whose first consonant is a dental fricative or an affricate, and it is not restricted to stative verbs.

(27) a. f-skí (CAUS-be.hot) ‘to heat’
    b. f-stʰàz (CAUS-wake) ‘to cause to wake’
    c. f-tsʰù (CAUS-be.boiled) ‘to boil’

The original difference between v-causative and s-causative remains opaque in Khroskyabs with the data available to us; although Sun (2006, 2014) reports
a difference in Tshobdun, the semantic contrast between the two prefixes appears to have been lost also in Japhug, except in examples like *suu-mto* ‘to show’ vs. *ɣɤ-mto* ‘cause to recover (sight)’ (Jacques 2015).

4 Anticausative

Anticausative verbs are derived through voicing alternation from their causative counterparts, of which the initials are voiceless consonants. As anticausative examples are more or less identical among Khroskyabs dialects, Table 10 only provides an exhaustive list of anticausative forms in the Wobzi data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base verb</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Anticausative</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cʰô</td>
<td>‘to open (tr.)’</td>
<td>ʁɟô</td>
<td>‘to open (intr.)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ftɕʰ</td>
<td>‘to melt (tr.)’</td>
<td>dzâ</td>
<td>‘to melt (intr.)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ftɕʰm</td>
<td>‘to gather (tr.)’</td>
<td>ndzəm</td>
<td>‘to gather (intr.)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʰlæ</td>
<td>‘to perish’</td>
<td>ɡlæ</td>
<td>‘to die out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntsʰɑ̂v</td>
<td>‘to trip’</td>
<td>ndzədɑ̄v</td>
<td>‘to tumble’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ftɕʰr</td>
<td>‘to uprear’</td>
<td>dzâr</td>
<td>‘to stand’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntsʰɑ̄y</td>
<td>‘to wear’</td>
<td>dzåy</td>
<td>‘to be there (attached)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʰaylåy</td>
<td>‘to lay down’</td>
<td>baylåy</td>
<td>‘to be laid down’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʰjå</td>
<td>‘to destroy (financially)’</td>
<td>bjå</td>
<td>‘to go bankrupt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʰråy</td>
<td>‘to tie’</td>
<td>bråy</td>
<td>‘to be tied’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pʰrɔ</td>
<td>‘to loosen’</td>
<td>brɔ</td>
<td>‘to become loose’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tehɑ̄låy</td>
<td>‘to scatter’</td>
<td>džålåy</td>
<td>‘to be scattered’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tehɑ̄v</td>
<td>‘to break (tr.)’</td>
<td>džåv</td>
<td>‘to break (intr.)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teɔɾɔ</td>
<td>‘to tear’</td>
<td>dzəɾɔ</td>
<td>‘to be torn (intr.)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The direction of the anticausative derivation is undoubtedly from voiceless base verbs to voiced anticausative verbs. Voicing alternation is widely attested in Sino-Tibetan languages. In closely related Rgyalrong dialects, the anticausative forms are characterised by a prenasalised voiced initial, as in Japhug Rgyalrong *prst* ‘to cut’ vs. *mbrst* ‘to be cut’, and the process is still productive (Jacques 2012: 214): Japhug Rgyalrong derived *ndsr* ‘to be dispersed’ from χter ‘to disperse’, which is borrowed from Tibetan *gtor* ‘to disperse, to toss’. Even though Khroskyabs anticausatives do not exhibit prenasalised consonants, there is evidence indicating that at least some voiced onsets are actually from prenasalised consonants. For instance, Wobzi Khroskyabs *brɔ* ‘horse’ is
related to Japhug Rgyalrong *mbro 'horse' < Proto-Rgyalrong *mraŋ. The voiced bilabial stop -b- is clearly epenthetic, and a prenasalised stage was to be posited for this word. The onset of Wobzi bró must have come from *mbr- < *mr-.

Most of the causative verbs listed in Table 10 begin with voiceless aspirated consonants, only tɕə̂rə ‘to tear’ has an unaspirated onset. Note the aspiration neutralisation tɕ- → dʑ-, tɕʰ- → dʑ- which confirms that the diachronicality of the derivation was from transitive to intransitive. Other related languages also exhibit anticausative voicing alternation. In Stodsde, a Horpa language (Sun 2007: 214), for example: pra ‘to startle’ vs. bra ‘to be startled’, kʰʌ ‘to cause to snap’ vs. ga ‘to snap’; in G.yurong Horpa (personal investigation in 2014): pruu ‘to loosen’ vs. bruu ‘to become loose’, kʰwe ‘to cut’ vs. gwae ‘to be cut’.

In Wobzi, the preinitial f- in the base verb drops in the anticausative form, instead of becoming a voiced v-, as in ftsʰə̂ ‘to melt (tr.)’ → dzə̂ ‘to melt (intr.)’; ftsʰə̂r ‘to uprear’ → dzə̂r ‘to stand’. The same case is found in Japhug Rgyalrong, ftʂi ‘to melt (tr.)’ → ndʑi ‘to melt (intr.)’ (Jacques 2014a: 246).

In ftsʰə̂m → ndʑə̂m, we observe the loss of preinitial f- and also an addition of preinitial ŋ-. This should be a redundant passive prefix.13

The Wobzi alternation seems to be restricted to stops and affricates, unlike Khang.gsar Stau səla ‘to let fall’ vs. səla ‘fall’ (Jacques et al. forthcoming). Uvular stops are not attested in the alternation in Wobzi since the voiced uvular stop o- does not belong to the consonantal inventory. In G.yurong Horpa this phonological restriction is absent, as o- is attested in voicing alternation: qətsɐ́ ‘to break (branch) (tr.)’ vs. qətsɐ́ ‘(branch) to break (intr.)’.

Semantically, the anticausative is similar to passive constructions, but without the presence of an agentive participant (Ottosson 2013: 333); while passive usually entails an agent that causes the event, compare cʰô ‘to open (tr.)’, č-cʰô ‘to open’ and nû kə-vjî-n ‘can’ in Example (28).

(28)  a. ætə̂=ɣə ɣə̂m=tə  door=DEF pfv.inv-open
        3SG=erg ‘He opened the door.’

    b. yə̂m=tə  uyó  nú  ka-vjî-n jáy
        door=DEF open 2SG pfv-come-2 can
    ‘The door is open, you can come in.’

    c. yə̂m=tə  æ-ɣ-cʰô=si
        door=DEF pfv-pass-open=INFR
    ‘The door has been opened (by someone).’

13 Prefixal redundancy is discussed in Lai (2013a).
Sometimes the passive form conveys the same meaning as the anticausative. Therefore $\chi^*pʰ\text{ayl}\text{āy}$ (pass-lay.down) ‘to be laid down’ and $\text{bayl}\text{āy}$ ‘to be laid down’ have no apparent difference in meaning, as is illustrated in (29).

(29)  
\begin{enumerate}
\item[a.] $c\dot{o} \ \text{layl}\text{āy}=t\dot{o} \ s\dot{a}=t^a \ \text{na}-\text{bayl}\text{āy}$  
\text{3SG stick=DEF ground=LOC PFV-be.laid.down}  
‘The stick was lying on the ground.’
\item[b.] $c\dot{o} \ \text{layl}\text{āy}=t\dot{o} \ s\dot{a}=t^a \ \text{na}-\chi^*pʰ\text{ayl}\text{āy}$  
\text{3SG stick=DEF ground=LOC PFV-PASS-be.laid.down}  
‘The stick was lying on the ground.’
\end{enumerate}

5 Labile verbs

Labile verbs can be both causative and non-causative verbs without morphological transformation. The causative reading is sometimes termed lexical causative (Song 2014: 260, Kulikov 2001: 887). There are two types of labile verbs: A-preserving labile verbs ($S = A$) and P-preserving labile verbs ($S = O$) (Dixon 1994: 239).

(30) A-preserving labile verb in Mandinka (Creissels 2014: 914)
\begin{enumerate}
\item[a.] $\text{Mǒo}-\text{lu} \ \text{ye} \ \text{báa} \ \text{tee}$  
\text{people.DEF-PL PF.POS.TR river.DEF CROSS}  
‘The people crossed the river.’
\item[b.] $\text{Mǒo}-\text{lu} \ \text{tee}-\text{ta}$  
\text{people.DEF-PL CROSS-PF.POS.INTR}  
‘The people crossed.’
\end{enumerate}

(31) P-preserving labile verb in English
\begin{enumerate}
\item[a.] $\text{He breaks the window.}$
\item[b.] $\text{The window breaks.}$
\end{enumerate}

Several P-preserving labile verbs are attested in Wobzi Khroskyabs: $\text{cš\text{\text{"a}}}r$ ‘to include (tr.), to be included’, and $\text{zb\text{\text{"i}}}r$ ‘to dry up (tr.), to be dry (intr.)’, $\text{sh\text{\text{"i}}}r$ ‘to heat, to be hot’ and $\text{y\text{\text{"a}}}y$ ‘to tie (tr.), to be tight’. See examples (32), (33), (34), and (35).

(32) $\text{cš\text{\text{"a}}}r$
\begin{enumerate}
\item[a.] $c\dot{o} \ <\text{piaozi}=t\dot{a} \ c\dot{a}=ji=ga \ \text{na}-c\text{š\text{\text{"a}}}=n$  
\text{DEM money=DEF 3SG=POSS=LOC IPFV-include-2}  
‘Let him share this money.’
\end{enumerate}
b. bötpa=ta <zhōng guó>=gə čsə̂r
   Tibetan=DEF China=LOC be.included
   'Tibetans are counted as Chinese.'

(33) zbi
a. ætə̂=ɣə 3sg=erg tsʰægí=tə clothes=def
   ʒ5g=erg clothes=DEF PFV-INV-dry.up=INF
   'He dried the clothes up.'
b. cə̂ dem tsʰægí=tə æ-zbi=si
   clothes=DEF PFV-be.dry=INF
   'The clothes has become dry.'

(34) ski
a. jnə́=rə sun=top æ-ŋə̂ntɕʰæ really
   næ-skî=si ipfv-be.hot=INF
   'The sun was really hot.'
b. cə̂ dem mbræ̂=tə rice=def kə-skí-n ipfv-heat-2
   tɕʰə conj æ-dzî-n ipfv-eat-2 ipfv-can
   'Heat this rice, and then you can eat.'

(35) χsáy
a. tsʰægí=tə ka-χsáy clothes=DEF IPFV-be.tight
   'The clothes are tight.'
b. bré=ɣə rope=instr ftɕalá=tə=ɟi thing=def=pl all
   k-u-χsáy=si PFV-INV-tie=INF
   'He tied the things up with a rope.'

All four of the labile verbs have cognates in Japhug Rgyalrong, illustrated in Table 11. While they are labile in Wobzi Khroskyabs, none of them are labile in Japhug Rgyalrong, causative prefixes sɯ-/sɤ-/ɣɤ- and the passive prefix a- must be added to derive transitive or intransitive counterparts.

Actually, P-preserving labile verbs are absent in Japhug Rgyalrong, all labile verbs are A-preserving (Jacques 2012). As all of the P-preserving labile verbs in Wobzi are with a coronal sibilant somewhere in the onset (ɕ, z-, sk- and χs-), this kind of lability may be due to the fact that the causative s- is lost without trace before a cluster whose first element is a sibilant fricative, and does not undergo lateralisation:
Table 11  Japhug Rgyalrong cognates of Wobzi Khroskyabs labile verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wobzi Khroskyabs</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Japhug Rgyalrong</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>çsə̂r</td>
<td>‘to include/to be included’</td>
<td>ayxə̄r</td>
<td>‘to be counted’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>çxə̄r</td>
<td>‘to count’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zbi</td>
<td>‘to dry (tr.)/to be dry’</td>
<td>zbař</td>
<td>‘to be dry’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>suzbə̄r/syə̄zbař</td>
<td>‘to dry’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skl</td>
<td>‘to heat/to be hot’</td>
<td>eke</td>
<td>‘to be hot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>suwke</td>
<td>‘to burn’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñsə̄ɣ</td>
<td>‘to tighten/to be tight’</td>
<td>asuʃy</td>
<td>‘to be tight’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sə̄suʃy</td>
<td>‘to tighten’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(36)  Proto-Khroskyabs
  a.  *s-sC- > *sC-
  b.  *s-zC- > *zC-

Following this hypothesis, the transitive interpretation of the labile verb is derived from the original intransitive verb:

(37)  a.  Prefixation of *s- to an intransitive verb beginning with *s- or *z-, deriving a transitive causative verb.
  b.  Merger of *s- and *s-/*z- of the base verb, causing the derived causative verb to be homophonous with the original intransitive verb.
  c.  Labile verbs were created due to homophony.

The direction from intransitive to transitive may be confirmed by çsə̂r ‘to be tight’: the preinitial ç- is a variant of ç- which can be either the passive prefix or a denominal marker deriving exclusively intransitive verbs (Lai 2013a) (c.f. its Japhug cognate asɯɣ ‘to be tight’). Therefore, çsə̂r ‘to be tight’ is formally an intransitive base, and its transitive meaning must be derived from some process, probably through the merger of the proto *s- and the following coronal sibilant. This evidence might give us a clue about the origin of lability in Khroskyabs.

6  Analytic causative

6.1  Formation
Comrie (1989: 167) describes the prototypical analytic causative as a clause in which there are separate predicates expressing the notion of causation and
the predicate of the effect. Thus, the English phrase *cause John to go* fits the
prototype, while the French causative phrase *faire courir Jean* (make run John)
does not. In this sense, Wobzi Khroskyabs exhibits a prototypical analytic caus-
ative with the nominaliser =*spi* and the causation predicate *vî* ‘to do’. See Ex-
ample (38), taken from a natural narrative.

(38)  \[\text{brô} \quad \text{ŋə̂tə} \quad \text{bjə̂m}=\text{ŋkʰə}=\text{tə}=\text{rə} \quad \text{tʰóv}=\text{tə} \quad \text{nész}=\text{spi} \quad \text{u-ví} \]
\[\text{horse which fast}=\text{NMLZ}=\text{DEF}=\text{TOP} \quad \text{authority}=\text{DEF} \quad \text{get}=\text{NMLZ} \quad \text{PFV.INV}=\text{do} \]
\[\text{ra-ŋǽ} \]
\[\text{IPFV-be} \]
‘The one with the faster horse was throned.’

In (38), the effect clause nominalised by =*spi* is a sentence with the causee,
the semantic agent of the effect transitive predicate *dzé* ‘to get’, marked with
ergative. A more canonical expression can be elicited as:

(39)  \[\text{brô} \quad \text{ŋə̂tə} \quad \text{bjə̂m}=\text{ŋkʰə}=\text{tə(=kʰe)} \quad \text{tʰóv}=\text{tə} \quad \text{nész}=\text{spi} \]
\[\text{horse which fast}=\text{NMLZ}=\text{DEF}(=\text{DAT}) \quad \text{authority}=\text{DEF} \quad \text{get}=\text{NMLZ} \]
\[\text{u-ví} \quad \text{ra-ŋǽ} \quad \text{PFV.INV}=\text{do} \quad \text{IPFV-be} \]
‘The one with the faster horse was throned.’

As with morphological causative, the causee of the transitive predicate is
either unmarked or marked with the dative =*kʰe*.

Analytic causative constructions with an intransitive effect predicate do
not mark the causee, illustrated in (40).

(40)  \[\text{nêɲɟi} \quad \text{snɑɣlî} \quad \text{ndʑé}=\text{spi} \quad \text{næ-mæ-ɲcʰǽl}=\text{spi} \quad \text{ipfv-neg} \quad \text{play}=\text{nmlz} \quad \text{v-ɑ̂ŋ} \quad \text{do-1sg} \]
\[\text{2pl} \quad \text{moon} \quad \text{IPFV-NEG}=\text{play}=\text{NMLZ} \quad \text{DO}=\text{1sg} \]
‘I will not let you play under the moon.’

Analytic causatives are fully productive in Wobzi. However, when the causer
and causee are both human, the verb *rǽ* ‘say’ with a subordinate imperative
clause is often used with a causative meaning, as is shown in (41).

(41)  \[\text{teʰé} \quad \text{ka-nzgrōv} \quad \text{cæ̂-n u-rə}=\text{si} \quad \text{Buddhism} \quad \text{IPFV-practise} \quad \text{go-2} \quad \text{PFV.INV-say}=\text{1INFR} \]
‘He let it practice Buddhism.’

Although the sentence in (41) literally means ‘He said to him, go practice
Buddhism’, it does not necessarily imply that the causer actually uttered any
words. Rather, it simply implies passive causation, best translated by the En-
F R I S h i s c h   l e t   o r  M a n d a r i n C h i n e s e  \text{rǎng}. Note also that such constructions can
also be used even when the causer is hearing/speaking-impaired.
While the canonical analytic causative with $=spi$ denotes the causative *sensu stricto* ‘cause to do’, the quasi-causative construction with the verb $ra'$ ‘to say’ indicates a command or a suggestion.

### 6.2 Comparative remarks

The Horpa languages have similar nominalising patterns using enclitics. Some of those enclitics developed independently of Khroskyabs. In Stodsde, the analytic causative construction is characterised by the nominliser $-ldo$, as attested by Sun (2007: 225) in (42).

\[(42) \text{ɬʌmu=ɣə Lhamo=erg lŋæ} \text{ɟʌló=ldo yə-vzo} \]

$Lhamo=\text{ERG} \text{child go.to.bed-NMLZ PFV-make}$

‘Lhamo made the child go to bed.’

### 7 Conclusion

This paper described lexical, morphological, and analytic causative constructions in Khroskyabs, mainly focusing on the Wobzi variant.

Lexical causatives are not common in Wobzi, with only a handful of labile lexical causative verbs attested. There are two morphological causative prefixes in Wobzi, and $s$, $v$. The former exhibits rich morphophonological alternations, including voicing assimilation, lateral assimilation, lateral dissimilation, two types of metathesis, affrication and cluster reduction. These processes are similar to those of the Stodsde causative, described by Sun (2007). However, Wobzi does not possess a syllabic causative prefix $sa$- which is fully productive in other Khroskyabs dialects, such as Guanyinqiao, ‘Brongrdzong, and Njorogs. Although the syllabic $sa$- looks more archaic, the absence of morphophonological alternations betrays the fact that it is a recently generalised allomorph.

A distinct phenomenon is the anticausative derivation whereby an intransitive verb is derived from a transitive one by voicing of the onset. Like the other Rgyalrongic and Sino-Tibetan languages, Khroskyabs exhibits a limited number of voiceless causative vs. voiced anticausative pairs, which originated from prenasalisation.

Khroskyabs also has a productive analytic causative construction that uses the nominaliser $=spi$ (or $=spa$ in ‘Brongrdzong, $=spe$ in Njorogs) and the causation verb $vî$ ‘to do’. With human causees, the analytic causative with $=spi$ is less applied; instead, the verb $ra'$ ‘say’ with an imperative subordinate clause is used to convey a suggestion or a demand.
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